AIR CURTAIN MOUNTING OPTIONS
Wall Mount and Extension Brackets by Berner

Note: Anchors, Threaded Rods, Struts, etc. provided by others

CEILING MOUNT
WALL MOUNT AND EXTENSION BRACKET COMBO
WALL MOUNT BRACKETS with CLEAR PVC SIDE SHIELDS

CEILING MOUNT with EXTENSION BRACKET for OPERATOR CLEARANCE
WALL MOUNT BRACKETS with THREADED ROD and STRUT for DOOR TRACK CLEARANCE
VERTICAL MOUNT

WALL MOUNT SWINGING DOOR
CEILING MOUNT with CUSTOM AIR DISCHARGE NOZZLE by BERNER
TANDEM UNIT MOUNT
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Mounting an Industrial Unit with Indirect Gas Heater and Transition

GARAGE STYLE DOOR

LONGER LENGTH GARAGE STYLE

VERTICAL LIFT DOOR

ROLL-UP CANISTER DOOR